SHANGRI-LA BEER YALASO

Original Gravity (Plato) 8.5
Alcohol Percentage (ABV) 3.1%

AWARDS:
Silver Medal (Brussels Beer Challenge 2016, Category Lager: Light Lager)
Silver Medal (China Beer Awards 2016, Category European Lager)

Yalaso is a premium lager brewed with care, craft and precision. Highly drinkable and incredibly refreshing, Yalaso pairs perfectly with Chinese food. Like all our beers, it’s brewed with Tibetan Mountain Spring Water, Highland Qingker Barley and imported hops. In Tibetan, Yalaso means to present someone with the gift of Nirvana. While we can’t promise enlightenment, we can promise a great beer! The name “Yalaso” is a well-known Tibetan expression we use to worship our protective deities. This light, crisp lager is brewed with highland barley and pilsner malt from Belgium. Our Yalaso pairs perfectly with traditional Chinese cuisine, and will cool you down on a hot summer afternoon.

EXCLUSIVELY AT 28WILKIE ITALIAN RESTAURANT & BAR
SHANGRI-LA BEER SON GHA

Original Gravity [Plato] 12.5
Alcohol Percentage (ABV) 5.2%

AWARDS:

Bronze Medal (Brussels Beer Challenge 2016, Category Lager: Helles)

Silver Medal (China Beer Awards 2016, Category European Lager)

This Tibetan Highland Beer is our very first brew. We started making it in 2009 with local Highland Qingker Barley, great imported hops and Tibetan Mountain Spring Water. Son Gha is a slightly sweet, incredibly drinkable beer with a malty caramel aroma, amber hue and magnificent white crest. It’s the original Shangri-La in a Bottle. This Tibetan highland beer is our first brew. We started making it in 2009 with local highland barley. The result is a beer with a slightly sweet, malty caramel aroma with an amber hue and a marvelous white crest.

EXCLUSIVELY AT 28WILKIE ITALIAN RESTAURANT & BAR
SHANGRI-LA BEER FAT DOLMA

Original Gravity (Plato) 20.0
Alcohol Percentage (ABV) 8.2%

AWARDS:

Bronze Medal (China Beer Awards 2016, Category Bock)
CBA中国啤酒奖2016铜牌—胖卓玛

Dolma might be the most common name in Tibet but there’s nothing common about this beer. Dolma is fat because she’s full bodied, with luscious fruity notes like bananas, mangoes and oranges...and even a subtle hint of cloves. Fat Dolma is a double bock bolstered by dual fermentations of Belgian Abbey and German Wheat yeast. Start falling in love with Fat Dolma because pink is powerful. “Dolma” is a common name for women of Tibetan origin, an authentic aspect of Tibetan naming culture. Our “full-bodied” Fat Dolma boasts hints of banana, mango, and orange, filling your mouth with succulent, sweet, warm taste, rounded off with touches of malt and cloves. With dual fermentations of Belgian abbey yeast and German wheat yeast, as well as slightly hoppy undertones, this voluptuous double bock is guaranteed to give your senses a field day on the Tibetan plateau.

EXCLUSIVELY AT 28WILKIE ITALIAN RESTAURANT & BAR
SHANGRI-LA BEER BLACK YAK

Original Gravity (Plato) 14.0
Alcohol Percentage (ABV) 5.4%

AWARDS:

Silver Medal (European Beer Star 2016, Category Bohemian-Style, Schwarzbier)

Brewed in honour of the black yak, a symbol of strength and fortitude in Tibetan culture, Black Yak has all the power and spirit of a charging wild beast. Brewed with Highland Qingker Barley and black and caramel malts, Black Yak has supple coffee bean and dark chocolate overtones. Open a bottle and let the Yak out. This specific beer is dedicated to the Tibetan black yak, strong and robust like a furious Tibetan yak bull. Brewed with highland barley, black and caramel malts with a hint of dark chocolate and roasted coffee beans, it captures the essences that characterize Tibetan culture: strong, energetic, and unique.

EXCLUSIVELY AT 28WILKIE ITALIAN RESTAURANT & BAR
SHANGRI-LA BEER SUPER NOVA

Original Gravity (Plato) 16.5
Alcohol Percentage (ABV) 7.1%

AWARDS:

Bronze Medal [China Beer Awards 2016, Category Bock]
CBA 中国啤酒奖2016铜牌—超新星

Super Nova is out of this world. It shines with the vibrant yellow light of an exploding star and tastes even more radical. With hints of coriander, chilies, ginger, vanilla and some other secret stuff, expect shock waves rolling across your tongue. Perfect for a late night with a big yellow moon up in the sky. The most energetic beer in our series: it shines bright yellow like a stellar explosion. The taste of fresh coriander, ginger, vanilla, and hints of chili will create shock waves in your palate. This beer is only brewed during nights of the full-moon.

EXCLUSIVELY AT 28WILKIE ITALIAN RESTAURANT & BAR